Woodstock - City (Census
Oxford
subdivision)
(Census division)
Topic
Characteristics
Note
Total
Flag_Total Total
Flag_Total
Population and
Population
dwellingincounts
2011 1
37754
105719
Population and
Population
dwellingincounts
2006 1
35822 A
102756
Population and
2006dwelling
to 2011counts
population change
5.4(%)
2.9
Population and
Totaldwelling
private counts
dwellings
2
16448
43367
Population and
Private
dwelling
dwellings
counts
occupied
3
by
15694
usual residents
41554
Population and
Population
dwellingdensity
countsper square
770.5
kilometre
51.8
Population and
Landdwelling
area (square
counts
km)
49
2039.56

Notes:
1. Statistics Canada is committed to protect the privacy of all Canadians and the confidentiality of the data they provide to us
2. A separate set of living quarters designed for or converted for human habitation in which a person or group of persons resi
3. A separate set of living quarters which has a private entrance either directly from outside or from a common hall lobby ves
Symbols:
A
E
+
..
...

adjusted figure due to boundary change
use with caution
excludes census data for one or more incompletely enumerated Indian reserves or Indian settlements
incompletely enumerated Indian Reserve or Indian settlement
not applicable

Source: Statistics Canada; 2011 Census of Population.
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lity of the data they provide to us. As part of this commitment some population counts of geographic areas are adjusted in order to ensur
a person or group of persons reside or could reside. In addition a private dwelling must have a source of heat or power and must be an e
or from a common hall lobby vestibule or stairway leading to the outside and in which a person or a group of persons live permanently.

or Indian settlements

eas are adjusted in order to ensure confidentiality. Counts of the total population are rounded to a base of 5 for any dissemination block
f heat or power and must be an enclosed space that provides shelter from the elements as evidenced by complete and enclosed walls an
oup of persons live permanently.

e of 5 for any dissemination block having a population of less than 15. Population counts for all standard geographic areas above the disse
y complete and enclosed walls and roof and by doors and windows that provide protection from wind rain and snow.

geographic areas above the dissemination block level are derived by summing the adjusted dissemination block counts. The adjustment
ain and snow.

on block counts. The adjustment of dissemination block counts is controlled to ensure that the population counts for dissemination areas

on counts for dissemination areas will always be within 5 of the actual values. The adjustment has no impact on the population counts of

mpact on the population counts of census divisions and large census subdivisions.

